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Mobile app landing page html5 template
Updated: 13 April 2021 We present you the best models of HTML5 mobile apps in Collection 2021! Enjoy you created your dream app and now you want to introduce it to the world Don't waste your precious time on creating another project/web site/or landing page. The solution is some
of the HTML5 models we have prepared for you. Beautiful designed marketing page can increase the number of sales you get, as it inspires confidence in the visitor that the application itself is also well realized. When you are planning a landing page for a mobile app – whether it is an
iPhone, Android or iPad app – you normally have only one goal to achieve: encourage the visitor to download the app. Having only one main objective can lead to much more than one targeted landing page, targeted and often leads to bulky, simple and well-made designs. When people
search online for landing pages they mainly look for 'HTML5 Mobile App Template' and 'mobile app model' so we have prepared some beautiful collections: Appia Angular 11 App Landing Page Template is completely responsive and mobile friendly app showcased angular model. Appia is
very suitable Angular 11 App Landing Page and is the best way to present your application or product. It is very clean, powerful and easy to use. It is also highly customizable SEO friendly. Ariel is an app landing page to present your application or product, It comes with a simple, modern,
clean and unique look. You can use it as landing page, Creative Business website, Agency,blogs, news and more. ,it is easy to hate, so friendly with seo, and more. This theme is built on the bootstrap 4 framework and works perfectly on desktops, tablets and mobile phones. huda is an app
landing page created to make your app exceptional among the crowd. has a clear and simple design for the best visual appearance and elegant feeling. features and sections allow you to present the app beautifully and with its interactions, visitors will enjoy digging in what your app is about
and finally use it. The theme also has an ultra-responsible design that makes the layout look good in any screen size, so it impacts great accessibility of content. landrick is a powerful saas & angular software 11 & bootstrap template. This is an excellent corner model for startups, business,
application, saas, marketing, agency, hotel, modern business, personal portfolio, services, enterprise, minimal portfolio, coworking space, cloud hosting, event, educational course, single product etc. is 100% responsive and looks amazing on all kinds of screens and devices. xappox is a
html5 landing app model. The model is a clean landing page, unique, designed for the app showcase. Anyone can use this model showcase any product and customize as his wishes. There are 3 home page variants we are sure you will love this model. oxo is the perfect model for the
html5 showcase. oxo is a better way to present your modern business. you can easily change any design.easy to customize and also well documented. You can build using this model as landing app, landing sass, landing saas, travel app, agency, social media app, entertaining apps,
startups etc. SaaSio is a clean and modern multipurpose HTML model that is suitable for the App, SE0, SaaS, Agency, Marketing, Consulting, start-up, IT Solutions and Services Company related to any business site. All images are used only for demo purposes, they are not included in the
download package. Appo is completely Responsive and Retina App Ready Landing HTML5 Template. It is designed with Vue JS, Bootstrap 4.x and clean and modern look with professional touch. Appo is the best Vue JS model, which fits best for any type of App landing page. Appo looks
nice to any size, whether it is a laptop screen, iPad, iPhone, Android Mobile or tablet. Mappox is an HTML model of App Landing. The model is a clean landing page, unique, designed for the app showcase. Anyone can use this model showcase any product and customize as their wishes.
There are 6 variants of home page next landing page Omega React, built with React, Gatsby Js, Next Js & Styled Components. We have created reactive components that can be reusable so that we can build multiple applications with common components. You can use these landings for
your app reacts. We included the super easy file management system to edit and distribute landing pages faster and better. Mosto Template has been created to provide seamless browsing experience to your users, to transform themvisitors, app downloaders and active users. Follow the
latest design trends 2020, so your website will be impeccable. This theme is built on the Bootstrap 4 framework and works perfectly on desktops, tablets and mobile phones. Apdash is completely responsive and mobile-friendly application showcase HTML model. This model is a highly
suitable Landing App page is a better way to present your application or product. It is very clean, powerful and easy to use. It is also a very customizable multiple app landing page model. Rappix is an HTML5 App Landing model. The model is a clean landing page, unique, designed for the
app showcase. Anyone can use this model showcase any product and customize as their wishes. There are 2 home page variants We are sure you will love this model. Applyou is fully Responsive and Retina Ready HTML5 Template. Applyou is a landing page application, software,
startup, unique model for websites. This theme is built on the Bootstrap 4 framework and works perfectly on desktops, tablets and mobile phones. Choose from the demo options that fits best. sApp App Landing Page Template is completely responsive and mobile friendly app showcase
HTML model. sApp is very suitable Landing Page App and is the best way to present your application or product. It is very clean, powerful and easy to use. It is also very customizable SEO friendly, App Landing Page template. PlayTime – Mobile app landing page HTML template for
appThere are 15+ unique pages with 6 different home pages including where you can find most pages. This model is designed to show any kind of mobile apps and games for iOS and Android. Perfect for various types of companies from startups to corporate to build landing pages app.
Topapp Landing page HTML5 Template is a creative design and unique Clean and HTML5/CSS3 response landing page based on Bootstrap All files are clearly organized we believe it will be easy to use and edit them. This model is well organized and very easy to customize. Fox is a
creative, elegant, modern, clean and responsive HTML5/CSS3 landing page based on Bootstrap 4. Compatible with desktop, laptop, tablet, mobile phone or any device. Fox is a simple and clean design anyone can use this model showcase any product and customize as his wishes. All
files are clearly organized we believe it will be easy to use and edit them. Luxiren It is a collection of powerful landing pages, beautiful and pixel-perfect. Built with React, Next Js, UI Material and Sketch Files included. It is suitable for Corporate, Startup, Saas company, Agencies, Cloud
business, Architect company, Freelancers, Personal wallets, eCommerce store, and any kind of business to introduce and promote their profile, products, or services. AppCo React App Landing Page Template. Its is completely responsive and mobile friendly app showcase React model.
AppCo React model is highly suitable for selling your product. AppThe page is a better way to present your app or product. It is very clean, powerful and easy to use. It is also a highly customizable friendly SEO model, Landing Page App. Landrick is a powerful Saas & Software React &
Bootstrap Template. This is an excellent React Js model for startup, business, application, saas, marketing, agency, Hotel, Modern Business, Personal Portfolio, Services, Enterprise, Minimal Portfolio, Coworking Space, Cloud Hosting, Event, Training course, Single Product etc. It is 100%
responsive and looks amazing on all kinds of screens and devices. Saastec is completely Responsive HTML5 Template for Saas, Startup & Agencies. This model is based on the Bootstrap framework. Compatible with desktop, laptop, table, mobile or any device. Saastec is a simple and
clean design, it will give your company / Marketing a professional look. With a transition and a smooth effect increases the beauty of your site. Its good for any Marketing, Business, Agency, blog also for a personal portfolio. Unice is an Angular 8 Responsive & Multi-Purpose Multi-Page &
One-Page model for your project. Develop what you like for your business. Let it be business, Company, SEO Agency, Digital Agency, Travel, Construction, Ecommerce, Real Estate, Media Agency, Personal Resume, Food Recipes, Photography, News, Non-Profit, Event & Conference,
Gym, Music, CV/Resume, Spa, Portfolio, Agency, Magazine, Parallax, Wedding, Restaurant, Blog or App Showcase, Landing App, SassEnterprise Landing or anything is possible with Unice. Appside is the perfect model for the HTML5 showcase. Appside is a better way to present your
modern business You can easily change any design. It is easy to customize and also well documented. This model is built on Bootstrap 4 Framework and works perfectly on desktops, tablets and mobile phones. Applion is a powerful HTML5 Responsive App Landing model. It is 100%
responsive and looks amazing on all kinds of screens and devices. Applion is a unique creative design based on the latest technologies (HTML5, CSS3, Javascript). All files are clearly organized we believe it will be easy to use and edit them. Sapp is completely Responsive HTML5
Template. If you want everyone to know your convenient software solutions, please turn your attention to this ready solution. More than 30 pre-made pages can ensure a simple and quick process of the site building. To show a precise location of your company, you can enjoy the powerful
Google Map. PRO. Soft is completely Responsive HTML5 Tempalte. If you are looking for a professional model to promote your software development company, do not pass by this variant. Make everyone pay more attention to it by sharing some additional information using a feature of the
blog. A wide range of work forms and types of gallery will also help you to make your services more reliable. eXsoft is completely Responsive HTML5 Template. There ismobile-app that this captivating model is unable to show. It has a wide range of pre-designed pages to make it possible
for visitors to discover everything about your invention. In addition to this, its cross-browser support will not allow you to lose one of your new fans. Tovo is App Landing Template. It is designed with Bootstrap 4.1.1 and clean and modern look. Tovo is a great React model, which fits best for
any type of landing page App. Tovo looks nice at any size, whether it is a portable screen, iPad, iPhone, Android Mobile or tablet. Tovo is well organized and very easy to customize. It has everything you need to launch your site within the next few hours! Yui is a clean and complete HTML5
mobile model that will help you create a mobile website or native application using solutions such as Phonegap or Cordova. If you have a blog and are trying to make improvements through creating a News and Magazine web app or native apps, this is the perfect model for you! The Appbiz
model comes with 10 unique layouts of Apps landing page layout. This model is easily customized and fully responsive and support all modern browsers and devices. Appbiz is an amazing HTML5 app and Bootstrap 4 Template. This HTML template fits Apps Landing, Mobile, Watch, Blog,
One Page landing and Technology website. Pivot is an HTML 5 model based on multi-use, responsive, fully shaped bootstrap that looks effortlessly at the pointapplications. oa pivot to give your next product launch or landing page app a refreshing and secure appeal. complete login, error
pages and incoming pages of your new business will present a consistent look from the beginning to the end. kane is a clean and modern html5 mobile app model. built with bootstrap 3. has different homepage styles and color variations. well-organized codes and comment so it is very easy
to customize and use in your project according to your needs. the definition is clean and minimal, multipurpose a page & multi page html5 mobile app template, its 100% responsive and its construction with bootstrap 3 framework and scss. follows the latest trends in web design and offers a
lot of options to choose from. comes with 20+ demos to choose from. its suitable for any company in particular: design agency, freelancer, personal portfolio, curriculum, photography, fashion, wedding, etc. softease is specially designed and developed for software / product saas. is
completely responsive model based on the latest version of bootstrap. comes with 6 home page options, each home page is designed uniquely keeping in mind that each visitor has different choice. varius is a mobile html model created for a mobile website, a web app and integrated with
solutions such as phonegap/cordova, for a true native application. you build using an original design concept, some incredible animations for elements and a perfect responsive code. travel guide is a html5 site model suitable foragencies providing services for tourists: can be used to provide
general information about city attractions, directions, audio guides, interesting places near you. It takes inspiration from the most popular travel apps (such as Booking.com Travel Guide app), which help the traveler find the most important information and places on a mobile phone during a
visit. 20kMobile is completely Responsive and Retina Ready Mobile model. This model is powered by 110 pages with 10 home page styles, 10 menu styles with 2 color schemes and 3 global, dark skins, material and light for endless combinations. BeMobile is an HTML5 mobile model that
will help you create a mobile website, a mobile web app, or a native application integrated with solutions such as phonegap and Cordova. This model is equipped with 10 different and elegant home page designs and 2 elegant color schemes that can be combined in dozens of variants for a
surprisingly beautiful and elegant look. Apperle is an HTML5 Clean and Modern Responsive App Landing. Apperle is made using materials that gives it a unique custom design. It works well on all smart devices: smartphones, tablets, PCs and desktops. Includes 24 color options to help you
choose the right color for your app and reusable components, so you can easily create new layouts with these components. Applify is a modern and responsive HTML5 model. It is perfect for displaying mobile applications, modern technology and digital products. Applify includes 4 beautiful
gradients, 4 hero12 modules, work contact forms, blog pages and a next page. Appland is a powerful HTML5 Responsive App Landing model. It is 100% responsive and looks amazing on all kinds of screens and devices. You can use Appland as a better way to present and promote your
start-up mobile apps, saas applications, software, digital products. Users will love your site because it gives them a unique user experience (UX), clean, modern and beautiful design. Angular Landing is pure angle landing page and typography with minimal design and feeling. The angle
landing is built with angular material, flex layout and angle CLI. Each page section is composed of its own HTML, SCSS and ts files, organized in your directory and is therefore easy to customize and reuse. succeeding.
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